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We perform a detailed analysis of dark matter signals of supersymmetric models containing an
extra U(1)′ gauge group. We investigate scenarios in which either the right sneutrino or the lightest
neutralino are phenomenologically acceptable dark matter candidates and we explore the parameter
spaces of different supersymmetric realisations featuring an extra U(1)′. We impose consistency with
low energy observables, with known mass limits for the superpartners and Z′ bosons, as well as with
Higgs boson signal strengths, and we moreover verify that predictions for the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon agree with the experimental value and require that the dark matter candidate
satisfies the observed relic density and direct and indirect dark matter detection constraints. For the
case where the sneutrino is the dark matter candidate, we find distinguishing characteristics among
different U(1)′ mixing angles. If the neutralino is the lightest supersymmetric particle, its mass is
heavier than that of the light sneutrino in scenarios where the latter is a dark matter candidate, the
parameter space is less restricted and differentiation between models is more difficult. We finally
comment on the possible collider tests of these models.
1. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry is one of the most attractive theories of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). It introduces a
viable space-time extension, provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem, allows for gauge coupling unification
at a single Grand Unified scale, and, last but not least, it predicts a stable, neutral lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) as a realistic weakly interacting massive particle dark matter (DM) candidate. But despite the numerous
appealing aspects, low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) is plagued by one overwhelming failure: no compelling evidence
for it is seen at the LHC. This imposes stringent constraints on the masses of any supersymmetric coloured particle.
Under simplified assumptions, gluino and first and second generation squark masses of less than 2 TeV are for instance
excluded for a large variety of LSP masses [1–3]. The absence of any light superpartners so far hence puts the theory in
serious conflict with electroweak naturalness [4, 5]. However, most searches are based on the minimal supersymmetric
scenario whose parameter space left to explore at the LHC is rapidly shrinking. In addition, the minimal model
suffers from serious fine-tuning problems induced by the discovery of ATLAS [6] and CMS [7] collaborations of a
scalar particle with a mass of 125 GeV and with the expected properties of a Standard Model Higgs boson. On one
hand, it is important to be precise enough in the measurements of the properties of the new scalar particle in order
to confirm its nature as the SM Higgs boson responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). On the other
hand, the Higgs boson mass must be compatible with the requirements imposed by supersymmetry at the expense
of moving the SUSY scale above TeV energies. This relatively heavy Higgs boson mass imposes indirect pressures
on the supersymmetric spectrum. For instance, there is a strong tension between LHC measurements and the need
for a fine-tuning that can be as large as 300 or more to accommodate a viable EWSB mechanism in case of heavy
higgsinos. It is nonetheless possible to get viable scenarios with lighter higgsinos and a less extreme fine-tuning in
some corners of the parameter space [8, 9].
One could assume that supersymmetry does not manifest itself as the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM), but feature instead an extended gauge symmetry. This implies the presence of additional new particles that
could alter the exclusion limits derived in particular from measurements at the LHC in proton-proton collisions at
centre-of-mass energies
√
s of 7, 8 and 13 TeV. Ideally, the new model would preserve all the attractive features of
the MSSM, resolve some of its outstanding issues, and allow for a parameter space distinct for that of the MSSM in
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2some regions. One possible source of difference between an extended SUSY model and the MSSM could be in the
viable options for the LSP. In its minimal incarnation, supersymmetry has one possible dark matter candidate, the
neutralino which can be an arbitrary admixture of binos, winos and higgsinos.
Dark matter searches can play an important role as probes for physics beyond the SM, especially as providers of
indirect information on the spectrum of the models under investigation. We rely on these observations to investigate
the opportunities for natural DM candidates offered by extended supersymmetric scenarios and to make use of dark
matter data as a testing ground for extended SUSY models. In one of the simplest extensions of the MSSM, the
gauge group is enlarged by an extra U(1)′ symmetry. This model minimally introduces a new gauge boson, a new
singlet Higgs field, and a right-handed neutrino, together with their superpartners. The right-handed sneutrino can
be the LSP and a viable DM candidate in particular thanks to its interactions with the new gauge boson. This
contrasts with the MSSM where left-handed scalar neutrinos, which do not partake in strong and electromagnetic
interactions, cannot be possible candidates for DM as their interactions with the Z boson yield too high annihilation
cross sections [10]. In addition, the lightest neutralino, that can also be an acceptable DM candidate, can exhibit
novel properties due to its possible U(1)′ bino component. This would lead to additional annihilation channels which
may imply some dissimilarities with the MSSM neutralino LSP.
The possibility of adding an extra U(1)′ gauge symmetry to the SM is well-motivated in superstring construc-
tions [11], Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) [12], models of dynamical symmetry breaking [13], little Higgs mod-
els [14, 15], and setups with large extra dimensions [16]. Extra U(1)′ groups generally arise from the breaking of an
SO(10) or E6 symmetry to the SM gauge symmetry. In supersymmetry, U(1)
′ models also offer a solution to the
MSSM fine-tuning issue that is mainly driven by the bilinear µ term of the superpotential. This term is indeed simul-
taneously responsible for the Higgs boson mass and for the higgsino masses. In the MSSM, higgsinos are expected to
be light, of O(100) GeV, while predictions for a Higgs boson mass of about 125 GeV require supersymmetric masses of
O(1) TeV or more. This raises questions about the nature of the µ parameter. U(1)′ extensions of MSSM (UMSSM)
suggest a solution to the so-called µ-problem by the introduction of an effective µeff parameter dynamically generated
by the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a new scalar field S responsible for breaking the U(1)′ symmetry [17, 18].
While this resolution of the µ problem is similar to the one provided in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric stan-
dard model (NMSSM) [19], the U(1)′ symmetry additionally prevents from the appearance of cosmological domain
walls [20]. Moreover, extra desirable features of UMSSM models are the absence of rapid proton decay operators (of
dimension four), the protection of all fields by chirality and supersymmetry from acquiring high-scale masses, con-
sistency with anomaly cancellation, gauge-coupling unification, as well as family universality that allow us to avoid
flavour-changing neutral current constraints [21].
The aim of this article is to present a comprehensive study of all U(1)′ models emerging from the breaking of
an E6 symmetry in contexts where either a scalar neutrino or the lightest neutralino is the LSP. The former is
not a possibility available in the MSSM, and, as we shall see, not the most natural solution in UMSSM models.
There however exists a large variety of UMSSM realisations where the lightest sneutrino, which contains a dominant
right-handed sneutrino component, is the LSP and where the observed dark matter abundance can be explained
while satisfying other experimental constraints. This contrasts with left-handed sneutrino LSP scenarios which are
excluded, as in the MSSM, by a non-zero sneutrino hypercharge that leads to a too efficient DM annihilation via a
Z-boson exchange in the early Universe, and thus to a relic abundance lower than the ΩDMh
2 value measured by the
WMAP [22] and Planck [23] satellites. We explore the UMSSM parameter space consistent with either a sneutrino
or a neutralino LSP, impose constraints from dark matter relic abundance and direct detection experiments, and
then investigate potential signals of the viable scenarios at the LHC. We also address the compatibility of acceptable
setups with measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g−2)µ. The differences between the two
(sneutrino and neutralino LSP) scenarios are outlined and we especially emphasise the challenges originating from the
fact that for most of the parameter space for which dark matter constraints are satisfied, the expected LHC signals
are not visible, while benchmark setups yielding LHC signals that could be extracted from the SM background fail
to satisfy dark matter constraints.
Whereas previous phenomenological studies in specific UMSSM constructions have appeared in Refs. [24–34], our
analysis features new ingredients. It encompasses all possible U(1)′ symmetries arising from the breaking of an E6
symmetry, with the goal of determining characteristic signals which discriminate them. We moreover include all
constraints arising from low-energy phenomena, updated results from the Z ′ boson searches and from Higgs boson
signal strength data. More practically, we first perform a scan of the parameter space and then derive the regions
of the parameter space consistent with a viable sneutrino or neutralino dark matter candidate. We then investigate
the various signals that could arise from dark matter experiments in order to pinpoint possible genuine differences
between the UMSSM realisations.
Our work is organised as follows. We review the properties of the supersymmetric models featuring an extra U(1)
symmetry, or UMSSM models, in Sec. 2. We then explore the corresponding parameter space and determine the
regions that exhibit a compatibility with the Higgs boson signal strength and low-energy data in Sec. 3, imposing the
3FIG. 1: Variation of the U(1)′ charges of the various UMSSM superfields as a function of the θE6 mixing angle. The standard
U(1)′η, U(1)
′
χ, U(1)
′
S, U(1)
′
N , U(1)
′
ψ and U(1)
′
I models are identified by dotted vertical lines.
LSP to be either a sneutrino or a neutralino. We next consider the associated Z ′ boson phenomenology in Sec. 3.3
and the implications for the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon in Sec. 3.4. In Sec. 4, we focus on scenarios
with a right sneutrino LSP and analyse the dependence of the DM relic density on the Z ′ boson mass as well as
direct and indirect DM detection experiment signals. In Sec. 5, we investigate cases where the neutralino is the LSP
and again put an emphasis on the DM relic density, direct and indirect detection constraints. We finally discuss the
prospects for observing UMSSM scenarios at colliders in Sec. 6. We summarise our findings and conclude in Sec. 7.
2. UMSSM MODELS
In this section, we briefly review the theoretical framework of minimal U(1)′-extended supersymmetric models that
has been extensively discussed in Refs. [18, 26, 35]. The presence of the additional gauge group introduces one extra
neutral gauge boson Z ′ of mass MZ′ together with the corresponding gaugino superpartner λZ˜′ . In their simplest
incarnations, UMSSM models also requires the presence of an additional electroweak singlet superfield S ≡ (s, s˜),
charged under the U(1)′ symmetry, that is responsible for the breaking of the extended symmetry group down to
the electroweak group. The model field content moreover includes two weak doublets of quark (Q ≡ (q, q˜)) and
lepton (L ≡ (l, l˜)) chiral supermultiplet as well as four weak singlets of up-type quark (U ≡ (u, u˜)), down-type quark
(D ≡ (d, d˜)), charged lepton (E ≡ (e, e˜)) and right neutrino (N ≡ (νR, ν˜R)) chiral supermultiplets. The Higgs sector
contains, in addition to the S singlet, two weak doublets of Higgs supermultiplets (Hu ≡ (h˜u, hu) and Hd ≡ (h˜d, hd)),
and the gauge sector is similar to the one of the MSSM except for the U(1)′ field. It thus includes a QCD (G ≡ (g, λG˜)),
weak (W ≡ (w, λW˜ )) and hypercharge (B ≡ (b, λB˜)) gauge supermultiplets.
There are several possibilities for defining the extra U(1)′ symmetry. The most commonly used parameterisation
emerges from considering a linear combination of the maximal subgroups U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
χ resulting from the breaking
of a grand unified E6 gauge group [36],
E6 −→ SO(10)⊗ U(1)′ψ −→
(
SU(5)⊗ U(1)′χ
)
⊗ U(1)′ψ . (2.1)
Introducing a mixing angle θE6 , a general U
′(1) charge operator can be written from the respective U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
χ
charge operators Q′ψ and Q
′
χ as
Q′(θE6) = Q
′
ψ cos θE6 −Q′χ sin θE6 . (2.2)
In Fig. 1 we present the variation of the U(1)′ charges of the UMSSM quark, lepton and Higgs superfields as functions
of the mixing angle θE6 that will be a key parameter of our analysis. We identify by vertical lines the anomaly-free
U(1)′ group choices denoted by U(1)′η, U(1)
′
χ, U(1)
′
S , U(1)
′
N , U(1)
′
ψ and U(1)
′
I , and give the corresponding charge
and mixing angle values in Table I.
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10Q
′
χ 2
√
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′
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√
15Q
′
η 2
√
15Q
′
S 2Q
′
I 2
√
10Q
′
N
θE6 −pi/2 0 arccos(
√
5/8)− pi arctan(√15/9)− pi/2 arccos(√5/8) + pi/2 arctan√15− pi/2
Qq,u,e -1 1 -2 -1/2 0 1
Qd,l 3 1 1 4 -1 2
Qν -5 1 -5 -5 1 0
QHu 2 -2 4 1 0 2
QHd -2 -2 1 -7/2 1 -3
QS 0 4 -5 5/2 -1 5
TABLE I: U(1)′ charges of the UMSSM quark (Qq, Qd, Qu), lepton (Ql, Qe, Qν) and Higgs (QHu , QHd , QS) supermultiplets
for the anomaly-free abelian group that could arise from the breaking of an E6 symmetry. The value of the mixing angle
θE6 ∈ [−pi, pi] is also indicated.
The UMSSM superpotential contains usual quarks and lepton Yukawa interactions and reads, in the presence of a
right-handed neutrino superfield N ,
W = Yu U QHu −YdDQHd −YeE LHd +Yν LHuN + λHuHd S , (2.3)
where the four Yukawa couplings Yu, Yd, Yl and Yν are 3×3 matrices in flavour space and λ represents the strength
of the electroweak Higgs singlet and doublet interactions. All indices are understood but explicitly suppressed for
simplicity. After the breaking of the U(1)′ symmetry, the scalar component s of the singlet superfield gets a VEV
vS and the last superpotential term of Eq. (2.3) induces an effective µ-term with µeff = λvS/
√
2, allowing for the
resolution of the µ-problem inherent to the MSSM [37–41]. As in the MSSM, SUSY is softly broken via the introduction
of gaugino mass terms,
− Lλsoft =
1
2
(
M1λB˜ · λB˜ +M2λW˜ · λW˜ +M ′1λZ˜′ · λZ˜′ +M3λg˜ · λg˜ + h.c.
)
, (2.4)
where the Mi variables denote the various mass parameters, scalar mass terms mi,
− LΦsoft = m2Hdh†dhd +m2Huh†uhu +m2Ss2 +m2Q˜q˜†q˜ +m2d˜d˜†d˜+m2u˜u˜†u˜+m2L˜ l˜† l˜ +m2e˜e˜†e˜+m2ν˜ ν˜
†
Rν˜R , (2.5)
and trilinear interactions featuring a structure deduced from the one of the superpotential,
−LWsoft = Aλ s hu hd −Ad d˜† q˜ hd −Ae e˜† l˜ hd +Au u˜† d˜ hu + h.c. , (2.6)
where the Ai parameters stand for the soft couplings.
After the breaking of the UMSSM gauge symmetry down to electromagnetism, all neutral components of the scalar
Higgs fields get VEVs, 〈h0u〉 = vu/
√
2, 〈h0d〉 = vd/
√
2 and 〈s〉 = vS/
√
2. As a consequence, UMSSM models can easily
lead to neutrino masses that are consistent with neutrino oscillation data through an implementation of a see-saw
mechanism [42–45]. The exact details depend on the form of the extra U(1)′ symmetry [46], and viable models can
be constructed to contain Dirac-type [47] or Majorana neutrino masses [48]. The symmetry breaking mechanism
additionally induces the mixing of fields carrying the same spin, colour and electric charge quantum numbers, and
the gauge eigenbasis has to be rotated to the physical basis. Contrary to the MSSM where the tree-level SM-like
Higgs-boson mass is bound by the Z-boson mass MZ so that large stop masses and/or trilinear At couplings are
required for pushing the loop corrections to a large enough value [49], the singlet field provides new tree-level F -term
contributions that naturally stabilise the SM-like Higgs boson mass Mh to a greater value more easily in agreement
with the measured experimental value of 125 GeV [50]. For any further details on the resulting particle spectrum, we
refer to Refs. [17, 18, 27].
The UMSSM Lagrangian introduced above exhibit numerous parameters, in particular within its soft SUSY-breaking
part. To reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space, we assume that the SUSY-breaking mechanism originates
from minimal supergravity so that unification relations amongst the soft masses can be imposed at the GUT scale
where an E6 gauge symmetry is realised. We however deviate from the most minimal model by maintaing the freedom
to choose the details of the lepton and neutrino sector, which guarantees that a sneutrino could be the LSP. More
details are given in the following section.
5Parameter Scanned range Parameter Scanned range
M0 [0, 3] TeV µ [−2, 2] TeV
M1/2 [0, 5] TeV Aλ [−7, 7] TeV
A0 [−3, 3] TeV MZ′ [1.98, 5.2] TeV
tanβ [0, 60] m2ν˜ [−6.8, 9] TeV2
θE6 [−pi, pi] m2e˜,l˜ [0, 1] TeV2
TABLE II: Ranges over which we allow the free parameters of Eq. (3.1) to vary.
Observable Constraints Ref. Observable Constraints Ref.
Mh 125.09± 3 GeV (theo) [7] χ2(µˆ) ≤ 70 -
|αZZ′ | O(10−3) [57] Mg˜ > 1.75 TeV [58]
Mχ02
> 62.4 GeV [59] Mχ03
> 99.9 GeV [59]
Mχ04
> 116 GeV [59] M
χ±i
> 103.5 GeV [59]
Mτ˜ > 81 GeV [59] Me˜ > 107 GeV [59]
Mµ˜ > 94 GeV [59] Mt˜ > 900 GeV [60]
BR(B0s → µ+µ−) [1.1× 10−9, 6.4× 10−9] [61] BR(B → τντ )
BRSM (B → τντ ) [0.15, 2.41] [62]
BR(B0 → Xsγ) [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 [63]
TABLE III: Experimental constraints imposed within our scanning procedure in order to determine the parameter space regions
of interest.
3. PARAMETER SPACE SCAN AND CONSTRAINTS
3.1. Technical setup
We perform a scan of the UMSSM parameter space in order to determine regions in which either a sneutrino or
a neutralino is the LSP and thus a potential dark matter candidate. We focus on the six anomaly-free UMSSM
realisations introduced in the previous section. More precisely, we generate the particle spectrum by making use of
Sarah version 4.6.0 [51] and SPheno version 3.3.8 [52]. Predictions for the dark matter observables are then achieved
with micrOMEGAs version 4.3.1 [53], and the properties of the Higgs sector are evaluated with HiggsBounds
version 4.3.1 [54] and HiggsSignals version 1.4.0 [55]. The interfacing of the various programmes and our numerical
analysis have been implemented within the pySLHA package, version 3.1.1 [56].
We make use of GUT-inspired relations to simplify the size of the parameter space. The considered set of free
parameters is given by
M1/2, M0, me˜, mL˜, mν˜ , tanβ =
vu
vd
, µeff , A0, Aλ, Yν , MZ′ and θE6 , (3.1)
where we have enforced a unification relation at the GUT scale relating the U(1)′, hypercharge, weak and QCD
gaugino soft masses M ′1 = M1 = M2 = M3 = M1/2 as well as the hypercharge, weak and U(1)
′ gauge couplings
g1 = g2 = g
′√3/5. Constraining the SUSY scale to be below 5 TeV, renormalization group evolution implies, at the
SUSY scale, that 6M1 ≈ 3M2 ≈ M3. We have moreover required that all squark soft masses and trilinear couplings
respectively unify to common values M0 and A0Yq at the GUT scale, the slepton and sneutrino masses me˜, mL˜ and
mν˜ being kept independent whereas the leptonic trilinear coupling Ae is taken vanishing. The neutrino Yukawa matrix
is finally fixed to a diagonal matrix with entries equal to 10−11.
Our parameter space investigation relies on the Metropolis-Hasting sampling method where the free parameters of
Eq. (3.1) are allowed to vary in the ranges given in Table II, the lower bound on the mass of the Z ′ boson being the
minimum value allowed for any choice of the U(1)′ symmetry (and corresponds to the U(1)′η case). This mass has
been taken smaller than the one quoted in the 2016 Particle Data Group review [59] in order to allow for significant
branching fractions for the Z ′ boson decays into a pair of supersymmetric particles [64]. We have retained scenarios for
which the predictions for the observables listed in Table III agree with the experimental data. Constraints arising from
6FIG. 2: Distributions in the UMSSM parameter space of the scenarios in agreement with the constraints imposed on Sec. 3.1. Re-
sults are projected into the (θE6 , g
′) (upper left panel), (θE6 , λ) (upper right panel), (θE6 , tanβ) (lower left panel) and (θE6 , µeff)
planes. The light and dark blue points respectively represent scenarios in which the lightest sneutrino and the lightest neutralino
is the LSP.
the Higgs sector, namely a theory-experiment agreement for the Higgs boson mass, the gluon and vector boson fusion
Higgs boson production cross-sections, and the Higgs signal strengths, have been applied by using HiggsBounds and
HiggsSignals. This is achieved by evaluating the Higgs boson production rate in the gluon and vector boson fusion
channels with the SusHi program version 1.5 [65] and by then comparing the predictions to σ(gg → h) = 19.27+1.76−4.44 pb
and σ(V V → h) = 1.55+0.058−0.039 pb for a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and σ(gg → h) = 50.74+4.68−11.6 pb for a centre-of-
mass energy of 14 TeV [66]. We next derive a χ2(µˆ) quantity for each, estimating the deviation from the experimental
data, the sum of which we enforce to be smaller than 70. We have moreover severely restricted any possible kinetic
mixing between the Z and the Z ′ bosons, and required that the associated mixing angle αZZ′ is of the order of 10−3.
We have additionally verified that predictions for the gluino mass Mg˜, the neutralino and chargino masses Mχ˜0i and
Mχ˜±i
, the slepton masses Me˜, Mµ˜ and Mτ˜ and the stop mass Mt˜ satisfy the experimental bounds [59]. We have
also imposed constraints arising from B-physics that are related to rare B-meson decays, and checked that the three
branching ratios BR(B0s → µ+µ−), BR(B → τντ ) and BR(B0 → Xsγ) agree with existing data.
3.2. General considerations and phenomenology of the Higgs sector
In Fig. 2 we present the results of our scan. We project the ensemble of accepted scenarios onto four two-dimensional
planes in order to exhibit possible correlations between the U(1)′ mixing angle and the U(1)′ coupling g′ (upper left
panel), the superpotential parameter λ (upper right panel), tanβ (lower left panel) and the effective µeff parameter
7FIG. 3: Same as in Figure 2 but for projection in the (θE6 , |Mh1 −Mh|) (left panel) and (θE6 ,MZ′) (right panel) planes.
(lower right panel). We moreover distinguish the classes of scenarios for which the LSP is a sneutrino (light blue
points) and a neutralino (dark blue points).
In the upper left panel of Fig. 2, we observe that the g′ coupling is in general large, which indicates that the U(1)′
interactions must be strong to satisfy all the imposed constraints. Whereas the value of g′ is maximal in the context
of U(1)′ψ models, it is generally highly dependent on many other parameters so that a large range of values can be
probed, regardless of the precise choice of θE6 . We however observe that θE6 values around ±pi/2 do not offer any
option for a phenomenologically viable scenario. This in particular disfavours the U(1)′S and U(1)
′
χ models, as already
suggested by the results of Fig. 1 where the U(1)′ charge of the electroweak singlet approaches zero for θE6 ≈ ±pi/2.
In this case, the scalar field s is not sufficient to break the U(1)′ symmetry and one cannot construct any predictable
scenario.
The general features of the Higgs sector are then analysed in the three other panels of Fig. 2. The distribution of
the λ parameter as a function of the θE6 angle depicts how the weak singlet and doublets of Higgs fields mix. This
information is also represented in the lower right panel of the figure where the λ parameter is traded for the effective
µeff parameter to which it is proportional. While all possible values (different enough from zero and below 0.6 in
absolute value) are in principle possible regardless of the mixing angle value, the anomaly-free U(1)′I model has the
particularity to forbid |λ| & 0.3. This stems from the structure of the U(1)′ charges that are small or vanishing for
several supermultiplets and the lower bound on the Z ′ mass in the scanning procedure that both forbid λ to be too
large. A similar effect being also observed for θE6 ≈ −pi/4. The λ parameter must additionally be sufficiently large,
in absolute value, to induce a successful EWSB so that λ values close to zero are forbidden.
While in general a sneutrino LSP can be obtained for any value of tanβ, this turns out to be easier in the case of
U(1)′N models. These are scenarios where the right neutrino supermultiplet is not charged under the extended gauge
symmetry, and right sneutrino masses do not therefore receive any contribution from the D-terms and mostly arise
from the independent soft mass terms. As a result, one gets more freedom on tanβ that can be consequently lower. A
similar feature, but less pronounced, can be observed for other θE6 values where a combination of several zero U(1)
′
charges leads to the same conclusions.
We further investigate the properties of the Higgs sector in Fig. 3 where we present both the mass difference between
the SM-like Higgs boson and the next-to-lightest Higgs boson, |Mh1 −Mh|, in the left panel of the figure and the
dependence of Mh1 on the Z
′-boson mass in the right panel of the figure. As the singlet VEV drives the Z ′ boson mass,
the second lightest Higgs boson has a mass of at most roughly the Z ′-boson mass and is in this case singlet-dominated.
In the lighter cases, it is mostly a doublet admixture and thus MSSM-like. There are a few scenarios featuring a
sneutrino LSP where the second Higgs and the Z ′ bosons are almost degenerate, but any hierarchy can however be
realised. The second Higgs boson is however at least 500 GeV heavier than the SM-like Higgs boson, which originates
from the Higgs mixing pattern and the minimum value of the singlet VEV vS (that stems from the MZ′ lower limit
imposed in our scan). Once again, smaller λ values obtained for the case of the U(1)′I scenario impact the spectrum
and Mh1 is in general consequently smaller, the effects driven by the large vS value being tamed by the smaller λ
value.
8FIG. 4: Same as in Fig. 2 but for the branching ratios of the Z′ boson for several decay channels, namely the Z′ decays into
a pair of jets (upper left), a pair of leptons (upper right), a pair of sleptons (lower left) and a pair of neutralinos or charginos
(lower right).
3.3. Z′ phenomenology
Typical Z ′ phenomenology can be dramatically different in the presence of supersymmetry, in particular due to
the existence of new Z ′ decay channels into pairs of SUSY particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where we analyse
different options for the Z ′ decays as a function of the mixing angle θE6 .
Our results show that there is very little hope to be able to use Z ′ decay rates to differentiate U(1)′ models. Decays
into slepton pairs are consistently small, while leptonic channels, that are also present in non-supersymmetric cases,
exhibit branching ratios ranging from 0 to about 50%. A leptophobic behaviour emerges for specific mixing angles,
but these features can be reproduced for other realisations where a large leptonic Z ′ branching fraction is as well
common. This nevertheless leads to one of the most promising channels to look for a sign of U(1)′ new physics,
by bump hunting in the dilepton mass distribution for LHC events featuring two opposite-sign final state leptons,
provided the branching is large enough. The same conclusion holds for the dijet decay mode that corresponds to the
preferred Z ′ decay mode, regardless of the value of θE6 . The only limiting factor is, both for the dilepton and dijet
case, the Z ′ mass driving the production cross section and the associated phase space suppression in the heavy case.
In the lower right panel of the figure, we investigate the magnitude of the Z ′ branching fraction into a pair of
neutralinos or charginos. Such decays can often be abundant, with a branching ratio reaching about 20%, and yield
a Z ′ signature made of both leptons and missing energy. This potentially allows for the distinction of SUSY and
non-SUSY Z ′-bosons.
9FIG. 5: UMSSM contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, ∆aµ shown as a function of the effective µeff
parameter (upper left) and tanβ (upper right). The light (dark) blue points represent scenarios in which the lightest sneutrino
(neutralino) is the LSP. On the lower panels of the figure, we present the θE6 dependence of ∆aµ and depict by a colour code
the mass of the lightest neutralino for scenarios with a sneutrino (lower left panel) and with a neutralino (lower right panel)
LSP. On all figures, we moreover indicate by a green, grey and purple band the ∆aµ values for which we get an agreement at
the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ level with the experimental value, respectively.
3.4. The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
Pioneering results from the BNL E821 experiment [67], their improvements at the FNAL E989 experiment [68] and
the anticipated results obtained from the J-PARC E34 experiment [69] have provided a very precise measurement
of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2)µ. The measured value departs by about 3σ from the SM
expectation,
aSMµ = 116591828(2)(43)(26)× 10−11 , (3.2)
which constitutes a challenge for beyond the SM model building. In the UMSSM framework, both the presence of the
extra gauge boson and a neutral and charged (s)lepton sector in the presence of a sneutrino or neutralino LSP can
have a drastic impact on the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon via loop-induced contributions. As the LSP is
often much lighter than the Z ′ boson, the corresponding SUSY contributions are expected to be more important than
any additional Z ′ contribution. As in the MSSM, new physics effects on (g − 2)µ are therefore mostly depending on
tanβ and the effective µeff parameter, which determine the higgsino masses and the fermion and sfermion interactions
with the higgs(ino) sector.
For each point of our parameter space scan, we present in the upper panel of Fig. 5 the UMSSM contributions to
(g− 2)µ, that we denote by ∆aµ, and that is expected to fill the gap between the theoretical predictions and (g− 2)µ
data. The dependence of ∆aµ on the µeff parameter is depicted on the left panel of the figure, and we observe that
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the gap between the experimental measurement and the theoretical prediction can only be filled for positive value of
µeff . As in the MSSM, this originates from neutralino and slepton loop contributions that are proportional to µeff , so
that a negative µeff value would increase and not decrease the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Sneutrino
LSP scenarios mostly feature a small µeff value, as already found in Fig 2, which implies that the lightest neutralino
is in general not too heavy. As a consequence, the corresponding contributions to (g− 2)µ are sizable and theoretical
predictions agree better with data (for cases where µeff > 0). This agreement is in addition facilitated for large tanβ
values, as shown in the right panel of the figure. Neutralino LSP scenarios in contrast allow for intermediate µeff
values, so that resulting ∆aµ new physics contributions are not large enough to entirely fill the experiment-theory
gap due to a heavy neutralino mass suppression.
These conclusions are further confirmed by the lower panel of Fig. 5 in which we show the variation of ∆aµ as a
function of the U(1)′ mixing angle θE6 and correlate the results with the value of the mass of the lightest neutralino
for sneutrino LSP scenarios (left panel) and neutralino LSP scenarios (right panel). We observe that in contrast to the
other models, U(1)′I scenarios are unable to provide an explanation for the (g − 2)µ observations. This is connected
to the larger M1/2 mass parameter typical of these scenarios. The contributions from U(1)
′ supersymmetric models
to ∆aµ are dominated by slepton-neutralino loop diagrams, and are maximal for light sleptons. This occurs when the
D-terms proportional to Ql in the slepton mass matrix are zero as in Fig. 1, which corresponds to the peaks appearing
in the lower panel graphs of Fig. 5.
4. SNEUTRINO DARK MATTER
In this section we concentrate on scenarios exhibiting a sneutrino LSP and show that sneutrinos are UMSSM
viable dark matter candidates, in contrast to the MSSM possibly extended with right sneutrinos. Unlike in a theory
featuring only the SM gauge group, right sneutrinos can reach, in the UMSSM, thermal equilibrium thanks to their
U(1)′ interactions with extra vector and/or scalar fields. Moreover, the sneutrino pair annihilation cross section is
possibly enhanced by s-channel resonant (or near-resonant) exchanges, and the elastic scattering cross section of a
dark matter particle with a SM parton is suppressed by several orders of magnitude as sneutrino couplings to the SM
Z and Higgs bosons are reduced and the would-be dominant Z ′ exchange is mass-suppressed.
Our thorough investigation of the MSSM parameter space has revealed that, when allowing the model parameters
to be small and run freely, the lightest neutralino naturally emerges as the LSP. Requiring a sneutrino to be the
LSP implies more specific and less general corners of the parameter space, which is not necessarily an issue as the
absence of any beyond the SM signal at the LHC could be an indication for a non-natural new physics setup. We now
focus on the dark matter implications for all scanned scenarios exhibiting a sneutrino LSP in the U(1)′ψ, U(1)
′
η and
U(1)′I models, that are the three-anomaly free UMSSM setups satisfying so far all current constraints, and investigate
constraints originating from the dark matter relic abundance in Sec. 4.1 and direct detection and neutrino fluxes in
Sec. 4.2.
4.1. Relic Density
In order to analyse the constraints that could originate from the relic density on the UMSSM models, we explicitly
choose two possibilities for the Z ′-boson mass, a light Z ′-boson case with MZ′ = 2 TeV and a heavier Z ′-boson
case with MZ′ = 2.5 TeV. Although the former option is slightly less than the Z
′-boson limits presented in the 2016
Particle Data Group review [59], we recall that such light extra bosons are allowed in UMSSM scenarios where Z ′
decays into pairs of supersymmetric particles contribute significantly. Moreover, we use the results of our scan to
enforce the values for other parameters to lead to a viable Higgs boson mass and a fair agreement with all other
experiment constraints. The relic density contributions stemming from the presence of a Z ′ boson are crucial for
models such as the UMSSM where the field content of the theory includes right sneutrinos that are not sensitive
to the SM gauge interactions. Whilst a full parameter space scan could be in order, the above procedure allows
us to study and understand the impact of specific parameters on the relic density, and in particular of the effective
µeff parameter and the trilinear coupling Aλ, as in general, sneutrino DM is usually overabundant as a result of an
inefficient sneutrino annihilation mechanism. We use as experimental bounds for the relic density the conservative
range provided from the older WMAP data [70, 71] and including a 20% uncertainty,
ΩDMh
2 = 0.111+0.011−0.015 . (4.1)
Fixing first MZ′ to 2 TeV, we investigate the dependence of the relic density on the mass of the lightest sneutrino,
after selecting varied choices of Mχ˜01 , µeff and Aλ. In addition, the tanβ, M0 and A0 parameters are modified
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FIG. 6: Dependence of the relic density for UMSSM scenarios featuring a right sneutrino LSP and MZ′ = 2 TeV. We fix µeff
to 1 TeV (upper panels) and 1.7 TeV (lower panels), as well as Aλ to 1 TeV (left panels) and 2 TeV (right panels). In each of
the four figures, the lightest neutralino mass has been respectively fixed to 400 GeV (upper inset), 600 GeV (middle inset) and
800 GeV (lower inset) and we focus on the the U(1)′ψ (grey), U(1)
′
η (light blue) and U(1)
′
I (dark blue) models.
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correspondingly to recover a correct lightest Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV, and agreement with all the previously
discussed experimental constraints. We consider, in our analysis, three parameter space regions on the basis of
the mass of the lightest neutralino, which is most often the next-to-lightest superpartner (NLSP), here taken to be
400 GeV, 600 GeV and 800 GeV respectively. Alongside the neutralino mass, µeff and Aλ are set to 1 or 1.7 TeV and
1 or 2 TeV respectively, this restricted set of values being sufficient to investigate the effects on these parameters on
the dark matter relic density. The results are presented in Fig. 6.
In the upper right panel of the figure, we set µeff = Aλ = 1 TeV and show that regardless of the value of the lightest
neutralino mass and depending on the class of U(1)′ model, there exist two regimes where the predicted relic density
matches the observations. First, in a region where the sneutrino mass is close to 65 GeV, one can design U(1)′η,
U(1)′ψ and U(1)
′
I UMSSM models where the relic density bounds are satisfied. A correct dark matter annihilation
cross section can be achieved thanks to the enhanced contributions of Higgs-boson exchange diagrams that proceed
in a resonant or near-resonant production mode (Mν˜1 ≈ Mh/2). This configuration, also known as a Higgs funnel
configuration, is achievable for any value of the µeff and Aλ parameters, as shown in the other panels of Fig. 6,
although the value of Aλ affects its size. The Higgs funnel region is indeed narrower for larger Aλ values. While
a similar regime could be expected for Mν˜1 ≈ MZ′/2, this latter setup implies very heavy sneutrinos that are then
incompatible with the requirement of a sneutrino being the LSP.
A second kinematical regime allows for the recovery of a proper relic density, with a sneutrino mass lying in the
[80, 110] GeV window for µeff = Aλ = 1 TeV (upper left panel of the figure). In this regime, both dark matter
annihilation into a pair of Z-bosons and LSP-NLSP co-annihilations are important, as noticed by the size of the
region depending on the mass of the lightest neutralino. Investigating the other panels of the figure, one observes that
the exact details of this region of the parameter space, as well as its existence, strongly depend on the values of the
µeff and Aλ parameters. The latter indeed directly affect the nature of the lightest neutralino and the properties of
the heavier part of the Higgs sector, h1 exchange contributions being very relevant for a not too heavy next-to-lightest
Higgs boson (see Fig. 3).
Z ′-boson exchange contributions play nevertheless a key role in the calculation of the relic density. For instance, in
U(1)′ψ scenarios, the new gauge interactions of the sneutrinos are relatively weaker (due to the involved U(1)
′ charges),
the corresponding branching ratio being three times smaller than for the two other cases. As a result, the existence of
the heavier sneutrino regime itself, in which the relic density constraints are correctly satisfied, is more challenging.
This feature is emphasised on Fig. 7 where the Z ′-boson mass is pushed to 2.5 TeV, the other Mχ˜01 , Aλ and µeff
parameters being varied as before whereas the tanβ, M0 and A0 parameters are once again adjusted to reproduce
all previously considered constraints. Although the existence of the Higgs funnel regime is barely affected by the
changes, this regime may be shifted towards lighter sneutrino masses in the [50, 65] GeV regime. In addition, heavier
sneutrino LSP scenarios are more difficult to accommodate, which directly prevents the heavy sneutrino regime with
a consistent relic density from existing, in particular if the µeff parameter is not large enough.
4.2. Constraints from dark matter direct detection and neutrino fluxes
Direct detection experiments aim to detect DM scattering off nuclear matter and to measure its properties. While
the DM interactions with nuclear matter can be generally classified as spin-dependent or spin-independent, only the
latter is relevant for sneutrino dark matter. We present, in Fig. 8, UMSSM predictions for the spin-independent cross
section associated with the scattering the LSP with protons (left panel) and neutrons (right panel), and compare them
with the experimental results from the LUX experiment [72]. We adopt UMSSM scenarios in which µeff = 1.7 TeV
and Aλ = 2 TeV, and the Z
′ mass is fixed to 2.5 TeV. As in the previous section, the results are given for lightest
neutralino masses of 400 GeV (top inset), 600 GeV (central inset) and 800 GeV (lower inset).
Our results demonstrate the discriminating power of the spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section as
its behaviour as a function of the mass of the sneutrino LSP highly depends on the U(1)′ model. For a given LSP
mass, cross section values obtained in U(1)′I models are one order of magnitude larger than for the two other classes
of models, U(1)′η cross sections increasing in addition with the sneutrino mass. The results of the LUX experiment
introduce strong constraints on wide regions of the parameter space, and our specific µeff and Aλ choice are typical
from the parameter space region in which both the relic density and the direct detection constraints can be easily
accommodated. This however introduces tensions with the parameter space regions favoured by the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon results (see Sec. 3.4), and only the Higgs funnel region in which the sneutrino mass is
half of the Higgs-boson mass survives too all constraints.
While U(1)′I models are clearly disfavoured by direct detection data, U(1)
′
ψ scenarios cannot feature a viable light
sneutrino DM, whilst U(1)′η setups in contrast prefer light LSP configurations with a sneutrino mass of about 60 GeV
to 100 GeV depending on the neutralino mass. These results stem from the interaction of the lightest sneutrino with
the Z, Z ′ and Higgs bosons. As the lightest sneutrino only very weakly couples to the SM sector, the scattering cross
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FIG. 7: Same as in Fig. 6 but for MZ′ = 2.5 TeV.
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FIG. 8: Spin independent cross section associated with the scattering of dark matter off protons (left) and neutrons (right)
presented as functions of the dark matter mass. We fix µeff to 1.7 TeV and Aλ to 2 TeV. In each of the subfigures, the lightest
neutralino mass has been respectively fixed to 400 GeV (upper inset), 600 GeV (middle inset) and 800 GeV (lower inset) and
we focus on the U(1)′ψ (grey), U(1)
′
η (light blue) and U(1)
′
I (dark blue) models. The band corresponds to the 2σ limits extracted
from LUX data [72, 73].
FIG. 9: Exclusion bounds, given as a confidence level, extracted from the neutrino flux observed in the IceCube experiment and
presented as a function of the lightest sneutrino mass. The UMSSM scenario is fixed as in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 10: DM relic density obtained for UMSSM scenarios featuring a neutralino LSP, presented as a function of the LSP mass
and the U(1)′ mixing angle (upper left panel), the neutralino bino component (upper right panel), the µeff parameter (lower left
panel) and the mass difference between the LSP and the NLSP (lower right panel).
section mostly depends on the vectorial couplings of the LSP and of the SM quarks to the Z ′-boson. These quark
vectorial couplings being vanishing in the U(1)′ψ model, the resulting cross section is largely suppressed and those
scenarios can survive more easily to LUX data. The neutron cross section, being larger as expected [27], however
drastically reduces the size of the allowed region of the parameter space and future improvements in direct detection
experiments may directly challenge the studied UMSSM setups.
Recent observations of ultra-high energy neutrino events at the IceCube experiment [74] indicate a possible deficit in
the amount of observed muon tracks, which is known as the muon deficit problem, and an apparent energy gap in the
three-year high energy neutrino data. This challenges any explanation based on atmospheric neutrinos, and suggests
an extra-terrestrial origin that could involve dark matter. Data being however consistent with the SM expectation,
this may introduce extra constraints when DM model building is at stake. We present, in Fig. 9, the corresponding
exclusion as obtained in the UMSSM setup considered in this section with the help of micrOMEGAs. This shows
that even if genuine differences amongst the three considered U(1)′ options once again appear, in particular for large
sneutrino masses, all results are consistent with the SM to a good extent.
5. NEUTRALINO DARK MATTER
As shown in the above sections, the LSP can naturally be the lightest neutralino, that consists in UMSSM scenarios
of an admixture of λB˜ , λW˜ and λZ˜′ gauginos, as well as of higgsinos. Whether the LSP in a particular setup is able
to yield the right relic abundance depends crucially on its composition. For a bino-dominated or a bino′-dominated
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neutralino, the LSP is a gauge singlet and it annihilates mainly through sfermion t-channel exchanges. As sfermions
are heavy, the annihilation mechanism is often inefficient so that accommodating the observed relic density is difficult,
unless one strongly relies on co-annihilations. The relic density can be more easily reproduced when the lightest
neutralino is of a higgsino or wino nature, or a mixed state. If the LSP is higgsino-like, its mass is driven by the µeff
parameter, as is the mass of the lightest chargino and of the next-to-lightest neutralino. These three particles being
almost degenerate, annihilations and co-annihilations easily occur so that DM could be underabundant if the LSP is
too light [75]. In our setup the wino-like LSP is in contrast impossible to be realised due to the GUT relations that
we have imposed in our scanning procedure.
Unlike for sneutrinos, the neutralino LSP mass is mainly determined by the M1/2 and the µeff parameters that
also affect all the particle masses of the model. The LSP mass cannot be consequently varied independently of the
rest of the spectrum, making an analysis based on specific benchmark configurations less straightforward than in the
sneutrino LSP case. We therefore base our study on the results of our parameter space scan where all the constraints
described in Sec. 3.1 are imposed. Our results are given in Fig. 10 where we present the dependence of the DM relic
density on the LSP mass. We correlate our findings with the value of the U(1)′ mixing angle θE6 (upper left panel),
the magnitude of the LSP bino component (upper right panel), the value of the µeff parameter (lower left panel) and
the mass difference between the LSP and the NLSP (lower right panel). Accommodating the correct relic density
yields a LSP mass of at least 300 GeV, which contrasts with sneutrino LSP scenarios where the mass of the latter is
smaller. As expected, the lightest neutralino is mostly bino-like, and a higgsino component is only allowed for heavier
LSP setups so that the co-annihilation rate turns out to be tamed. Viable DM scenarios also feature a small µeff
parameter lying in the [−400, 400] GeV mass window, which allows the next-to-lightest neutralino to be higgsino-like
and not too heavy, as emphasised in the lower right panel of the figure as it is often the NLSP. Co-annihilations are
hence under good control, which guarantees a relic density in agreement with the observations. Our results also show
that small differences are present for the different U(1)′ scenarios under consideration, the LSP mass being only in
general slightly larger for U(1)′I models.
In Fig. 11, we include constraints that arise from DM direct detection experiments and correlate the proton-DM
(upper left panel) and neutron-DM (upper right panel) spin-independent scattering cross section with the predicted
relic density, including in addition information on the LSP mass for each point. This shows, together with the results
of the lower right panel of the figure, that regardless of the LSP mass, there are always scenarios for which both
the relic density and the direct detection constraints can be satisfied. We finally correlate, in the lower left panel
of the figure, the relic density and the confidence level exclusion that can be obtained from the IceCube results on
the neutrino flux. We observe that contrary to the sneutrino LSP case, here neutrino flux results play a role in
constraining the UMSSM parameter space.
6. COLLIDER SIGNALS
New physics models featuring a dark matter candidate can in general be equally tested with cosmology and collider
probes and extra pieces of information can be obtained when both sources of constraints are considered in comple-
mentarily [76]. In the previous sections, we have discussed the DM phenomenology of UMSSM realisations in which
the LSP is either the lightest sneutrino or the lightest neutralino, with the hope of getting handles allowing for the
distinction of the gauge group structure. In this section, we focus on the potential searches that could be performed
at the LHC, in particular when a part of the particle spectrum is light and when the high-luminosity LHC run is
considered. To determine the signals to be searched for, we focus on a set of promising benchmarks obtained from our
scan results for which all constraints are satisfied. This in particular concerns scenarios featuring a light sneutrino
LSP. In order to evaluate the fiducial cross sections associated with various signals, we export the UMSSM to the
UFO format [77] and make use of the MG5 aMC@NLO framework version 2.4.3 [78] to simulate hard-scattering LHC
collisions. The QCD environment characteristic of hadronic collisions is simulated by means of the Pythia 8 program
version 8.2.19 [79] and we rely on the Delphes 3 package version 3.3.2 [80] for the modelling of the response of a typical
LHC detector. The resulting detector-level events are reconstructed by using the anti-kT jet algorithm [81] as em-
bedded in the FastJet library version 3.1.3 [82], and the reconstructed events are analysed within the MadAnalysis 5
framework version 1.4.18 [83].
The best studied DM signatures at the LHC consist of the mono-X probes for which a certain amount of missing
transverse energy (carried by one or more DM particles) is produced in association with a single energetic visible
SM object. As in the case of other models, monojet signals are thought as the most promising due to the relative
magnitude of the strong coupling with respect to the other gauge couplings. The corresponding rates are however
very reduced in the case of a sneutrino LSP, in particular once one imposes a typical monojet selection that requires
the presence of a jet with a large transverse momentum and a veto on final state leptons. Additionally, dark matter
can also be produced together with an electroweak vector boson or a Z ′ boson radiated off the initial state. While
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FIG. 11: Constraints on the UMSSM parameter space region in which the LSP is a neutralino that originate from DM direct
detection. We present the dependence of the relic density on the neutralino mass and on the resulting spin-independent dark
matter scattering cross section with protons (upper left panel) and neutrons (upper right panel) and on the possible exclusion
that could be obtained from IceCube results (lower left panel). We also show the dependence of the spin-independent DM-proton
scattering cross section on the neutralino mass, including the bound stemming from the LUX experiment (lower right panel).
the corresponding production cross section is expected to be smaller than the monojet one, the final state offers
more freedom to reject the background and is thus worthy to be searched for. Moreover, if as in the UMSSM case,
DM particles strongly couple to SM or extra gauge bosons, mono-vector boson production may be the dominant
channel yielding DM production at the LHC. However, once all the constraints considered in the previous section are
imposed, the remaining regions of the parameter space correspond to cross sections that are either negligible or too
small relatively to the background cross sections.
Another way to probe phenomenologically viable UMSSM scenarios is to focus on sfermion pair production, and
in particular on the production of the lighter third generation sfermions. The considered UMSSM scenarios feature
heavy stops and sbottoms, so that third generation squark pair-production could be in principle easily tagged thanks
to the subsequent presence of very hard final state objects. However, the associated production total rates are of the
order of at most 1 fb. This makes any new physics contribution impossible to observe relative to the overwhelming SM
background, even if advanced analysis techniques relying on the shape of the differential distributions are used. Moving
on with the slepton sector, stau pair production is not expected to offer any extra handle on UMSSM-induced new
physics, as the related rates are suppressed due to the electroweak nature of the process. The possible enhancement
arising from the Z ′ contributions is in addition reduced given the low Z ′-bosons branching ratios into sleptons (see
Fig. 4).
Finally, we have studied chargino and neutralino pair-production, and in particular the associated production of one
chargino and one neutralino that could be enhanced when the effective µeff parameter is small [84]. The subsequent
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associated signatures can contain one, two or more than two leptons, jets and missing energy. Fiducial cross sections
of the order of the fb are obtained, which are nonetheless too small to be distinguished from the SM background even
after relying on a judicious selection strategy.
The challenges of observing viable UMSSM models at colliders are not unique, and it turns out that scenarios that
are in principle observable at colliders are disfavoured by cosmology, and that scenarios in agreement with cosmological
and astrophysical data are out of reach of any present collider.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have presented an extensive phenomenological exploration of U(1)′ supersymmetric models that can be classified
according to the way a grand unified E6 symmetry would be broken. Our study has revealed that a large volume of
the parameter space is compatible with constraints originating from cosmology, astrophysics, precision tests, Higgs
physics at the LHC, but that these constraints have simultaneously a significant impact on the determination of the
favoured regions of the parameter space. As allowed scenarios can equally feature the lightest sneutrino or the lightest
neutralino as dark matter candidates, we have investigated the existence of handles to differentiate between these
two options in the context of the five anomaly-free U(1)′ setups. We have scanned the UMSSM parameter space
for phenomenologically viable models, imposing unification conditions at the GUT scale and allowing the remaining
parameters to run freely. While sneutrino LSP is possible only in U(1)′ψ, U(1)
′
η and U(1)
′
I models, U(1)
′
N setups have
the particularity that right sneutrinos decouple from the U(1)′ sector so that only a neutralino LSP can be a viable
dark matter candidate. In addition, anomaly-free U(1)′χ and U(1)
′
S realisations cannot induce a viable symmetry
breaking pattern due to the U(1)′ charge assignments and are thus excluded.
We have additionally found that in general the neutralino emerges as the most natural LSP, but that sneutrino
LSP scenarios are possible when the corresponding soft masses are small, which is possible as they are independent
of the other parameters. In particular, the parameter space region consistently preferred by the cosmology is when
Mν˜1 'Mh/2. This inhabits the so-called Higgs-funnel regime where the observed relic density can be accommodated
thanks to the contributions of resonant Higgs exchange diagrams. All direct detection bounds can additionally be
satisfied, and an explanation for anomalous magnetic moment of the muon data can be proposed for U(1)′η and U(1)
′
ψ
models, all other U(1)′ models being unable to fulfill all constraints at the same time. Depending on other parameter
values, higher sneutrino mass regions can open up, but such regions are limited by other dark matter constraints.
For the considered benchmark scenarios, this includes U(1)′ψ models where the sneutrino mass lies in the 80-140
GeV range. The situation is slightly better for neutralino LSP scenarios, where several other viable U(1)′ choices
exist. The LSP mass in these cases can either be small, when the neutralino LSP is mainly bino-like, or much larger,
when the neutralino LSP has a large or dominant higgsino component and is close in mass to the NLSP. This last
configuration allows an appropriate amount of co-annihilations with the NLSP and consequently avoids any tension
with the cosmological data. We have moreover observed that in sneutrino LSP scenarios, the second lightest Higgs
boson is likely degenerate in mass with the Z ′ boson for U(1)′η and U(1)
′
ψ models, which consists of an indication that
it is mostly singlet. In contrast, U(1)′I scenarios favour a lighter second Higgs boson with a larger doublet component.
Unfortunately these UMSSM scenarios do not have good prospects for observability in present collider experi-
ments, even when the high-luminosity run of the LHC is considered. All signal cross sections are too small and the
background is thus overwhelming for all the possible associated new physics signatures. Our predictions for the spin-
independent cross section related to DM direct detection are nonetheless within the reach of the future of XENON-1T
experiment [85], that is expected to be sensitive to cross section values of about 1.6 × 10−47 cm2 for DM masses
of 50-60 GeV. This should allow for conclusive statements regarding the viability of any of the UMSSM scenarios
presented in this work.
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